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November 
Trekies Invade Doug) as 
l H t "We have to approach the publi- with a live rock band, in either the 
bv an un er city about it from the point of view · central concourse or in the gym of 
In an event reminiscent of the that ''this is going to happen and the new building after the trek. Student Society President Tim Shein said ''I'm worried some stu-
dents will not show up because their 
class is cancelled.'' 
Great Trek of 1922, which celebra- we want you (the students) there." There was also some talk at the 
ted the start of the University of In order to get the students there, meeting of the music students put-
B.C. , Douglas College will have a all classes during the event are ting together a marching band to 
Great Trek of its own. going to be cancelled. The staff, lead the procession. 
The event will be the symbolic faculty and administration will also Student Society members will be 
move of the college to the $40 mill- be taking a break, so everyone in publicising the event to the stu-
ion structure and will start from the the college can participate. dents by speaking to students in 
old McBride campus, ending at the College President Bill Day sugg- class over the next two weeks. A 
Day responded "If we were work-
ing on the assumption that students 
wouldn't care eil.ough to show up , I 
don't think we would be doing 
this." 
new Royal Avenue campus. The ested "It ' s going to take some in- huge banner will also be hung in the 
time is set for Wednesday, Decem- centive to get those students down centre concourse of the new college 
There may also be a problem with 
There may also be a problem get-
ting people down to the old college 
to start the trek. Buses were sugg-
ested but were thought to be too ex-
ber 8th, from noon to 2:00 p.m.A to McBride site for the start of the to publicize the trek. 
route has not yet been decided march . .. say a wiener roast or a car- There was some concern at the 
upon. decorating contest in the parking lot meeting about students not both- pensive . 
The succe~.s . of the event depends with prizes.'' ering to show up to the event at all, 
upon student participation and en- Other suggestions made at the me- and about the apparent low morale 
thusiasm . eting were to have competitions of faculty because of the uncertain 
"We're flat bust," said Day of 
possible financing for the event. 
" If everyone is very positive about between faculties, departments , ty of their jobs due to continuing 
it, it will come off," said Douglas and students within the college, cutbacks. 
"We don't have a plug nickel for 
that sort of thing. Whatever money 
we can scrape up , I would like to see 
go for food and entertainment in-
stead.'' 
College Information Officer, Bill with prizes for ' 'most unusual forms ''Our biggest problem is morale , '' 
Bell , at a planning meeting last of wheel transportation.'' Day also Day said. 
night for the event. suggested having a "sock hop,' : by Chris Page 
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Ashamed students turn back bemg assaulted because they 
on photographer for fear of buy food from a non-union-
ised outfit. 
photo by Gerry Oikawa 
So you wanna eat, eh? 
by Chris Page 
ICL has· finally begun food 
service at Douglas College ' s 
new Royal Avenue campus, 
but there may be problems 
with pricing and food quality 
No prices are posted at this 
time, causing a few students 
to be startled when they 
reach the cashier. (For exam-
ple , coffee is 35 cents per 
cup;it was 30 cents at Nel's, 
the food service at McBride.) 
Student Annette Murray 
saw a "disgruntled preppie" 
look at his hamburger, say 
"this is shit, " and head back 
towards the food counter. 
Student Mike Rennig , how-
ever , says his hamburger 
was "good, although it had a 
bit too much sauce .' ' 
Although ICL outlets are of-
ten unionized, this one isn ' t 
yet. 
At SFU this summer, ICL 
employer-employee negotia-
tions broke down, workers 
saying ICL was trying to take 
away benefits they had 14 
years under another comp-
any. 
Vending machines in the 
"lunchroom" below the 2nd 
floor cafeteria are also avail · 
able to sell overpriced junk-
food when they ' re working. 
DCSS Fees Too High 
Student Society President 
Tim Shein can't explain why 
Student Society fees went up 
$1 per semester more than 
necessary to pay C.F .S. fees 
Feb .26 . 
At the Febuary A.G.M ., 
students were not told that 
$1.25 of the $4.00 per sem-
ester increase would go to 
the Student Society rather 
than C.F.S. All Douglas Col-
lege students pay fees to the 
Student Society. 
"I don't even remember it 
(discussion of how much to 
raise the Student Society 
levy), " says Shein, then 
treasurer of the Society. "I 
don't have a clue." 
The Student Society 'paid 
$1 per Full Time Equivalent 
(FTE) student each semester 
(about $4500 for 1981-8 to 
.t<"all , and to CFS itself in the 
Spring. (Douglas was paying 
the much lower provisional 
membership fee back then .) 
Douglas ' Student Society 
now pays $3.75 per FTE 
student per semester to CFS 
(about $16000 in 1982-83). 
The other student organiz-
ations were among the 
groups which merged to 
begin CFS, so no longer 
collect fees. 
The $2.75 ($3. 75-$1.00) 
increase in payouts to stu-
dent organizations could 
have been met by a $3.00 per 
semester increase in the 
Society's levy, rather than a 
$4.00 one. 
Shein says he will try to 
understand the situation by 
listening to the tape of the 
Annual General Meeting. He 
CFS' parents, 
National Union 
of students and 
B.C. Federation 
of students in the 
said last year's 
President Kevm 
Hall gate 
LNI11\~ might be 
For more CFS 
news turn 
to center spread 
able to 
explain 
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Bake sale rocks Ca111pus Bon chance 
by Tom Boer 
If you noticed students hol-
ding a bake sale at Douglas 
College last Monday, or on 
the preceding week, you 
may have wondered why. 
and will entertain Quebec 
students the following week. 
administration allowing 
them to conduct the bake 
sale , and thanks students 
for their support. 
The students are in a 
French class raising money 
to participate in a Federally 
created programme with stu-
dents from Quebec . 
Fifteen students will go to a 
town outside of Montreal 
from January 4th to 11th, 
The money raised will go to 
finance activities planned for 
the Quebec students while 
they are here. Activities in-
clude a day trip to Victoria , 
a tour of New Westminster , 
Harbour and a local mill , 
visits to the UBC Museum of 
Anthropology. Stanley Park, 
the Aquarium , and a tour of 
chinatown and SFU. 
The students contemplate 
other fun·d ·raising activities 
They hope to staff the next 
DC event , the combination 
volleyball and social night, 
Friday, December 3rd, from 
6pm to midnight , at Winslow 
Campus , and receive some 
of the proceeds. This repor-
ter suggests you come and 
enjoy yourself. The class appreciates the 
It happened last week. A young 
man dressed only in leotards and 
boots charged into College Place 
pub during a performance of 
Wanda The Wicked and her 
Wonderful Beads to announce, 
with bated breath, " The Douglas 
College students are coming! The 
Douglas College students are 
coming . The stunned patrons 
looked up from their drinks in 
shocked silence. Suddenly a faint 
rumble could be heard, slowly 
building to earthquake proportions . 
All eyes darted towards the door 
which flew forward off it s hinges 
before the first wave of College 
11 Beer11 , they all shouted in ui'Uson . 
The bar became wet with the spill of 
beer and the air filled with the 
sweet aroma of suds . The students 
were finally drunk. Here, here. 
So we' II see you at the Other Collel 
by Other Press Reporters 
Robert Birosh and 
Kevin Manson. 
This ad paid for by The College Place 
located at 7th and Carnarvon in New 
Westminster Phone: 521-3757 
herPressSt 
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Govt. Plans away from academics 
by Glen Nazaruk 
The idea that educational 
content should match oppor-
tunities in the Canadian em-
ployment market has been 
stressed most recently as a 
means of, h;lping Canada's 
economy. This has led to 
Bill C-115, an act to establish 
a national programme in 
Canada for Occupational 
Training. 
The major goal of the NTP, 
including academic courses, 
is the rejection of general 
education in favour of the 
actual integration of specific 
training programmes in the 
private sector of society. 
Provisions . in the act call 
for reduced government 
spending in higher education 
and a transfer of these res-
ources to other occupational 
areas considered to be a 
national priotity. 
Component'tl of the pro-
gramme include provisions 
for an industrial training pro-
gramme, an occupational 
growth and adjustment fund, 
and an institutional training 
programme. 
COPS (Canadian Occupa-
tional Projection System), is 
set up to fill those employ-
ment positions and up to 
10% of community college 
funding per year will be re-
allocated to meet this goal. 
Many programmes are tar-
geted for cuts at the univer-
sity level and those pro-
grammes regarding basic 
training and skills develop-
ment are being cut first. 
With the stressing of em-
ployment opportunities for 
youth, women, and special 
interest groups, the brunt of 
the training in these basic 
skills will have to be trans 
ferred to any proposed occ-
upational training or just dis-
regarded. 
The development for sup-
port systems for various 
Resignations Hit Council 
by Chr!s Page 
Douglas College Student 
Society has been hit by three 
resignations. 
Lenka Russ resigned as 
Vice-President November 17 
but hopes to continue as 
campus rep, a less demand-
ing position. Student council 
failed to discuss this at the 
Nov. 17th meeting. 
''She will be appointed rep 
if she shows up at the (next 
Student Council) meeting 
and signs the nomination 
form,'' said Society Presi-
dent Tim Shein. 
''I feel there are more quali-
fied students on council that 
could devote more time and 
energy into the concerns of 
the student body than I am 
able at this time,'' she wrote 
in a letter to other council 
members. 
She says the letter suffici-
ently explains why she res-
igned. 
"I saw it coming," says 
Shein. 
"She really had a lot -- two 
jobs. She was more concern-
ed with schoolwork than any-
thing else. She did a good job 
for the time she spent.'' 
"If she's having problems 
keeping up with school, then 
I can see why she would re-
sign,'' says Treasurer Rudy 
Van Berkel. 
Her resignation comes the 
week after she attended a 
Canadian Federation of Stu-
dents conference. 
Alanna Whitley, McBride 
rep for two months, has been 
''appointed to the position 
to the end of the Fall 
Semester '82.'' 
A by-election will be held in 
January to formally fill the 
position. 
Shein hopes the election 
will be contested ''because 
that shows interest in the 
Student Society -- I like it. 
It's great." 
Maple Ridge rep Eve 
Ryan's resignation was also 
officially accepted Nov. 17. 
Another Maple Ridge rep, 
Cheryl Mcintyre, resigned 
October 13th. 
Al Hatton replaced Mcin-
tyre, but one Coquitlam/ 
Maple Ridge rep position is 
vacant. 
That may not matter for 
long, as the Student Society 
plans to change its constitu-
tion because Winslow cam-
pus will not be part of Doug-
las College next Spring. 
interest groups regarding 
student needs has been at-
tributed to the student move-
ment. With education now 
moving steadily out of the 
educational institutions and 
into the private sector, some 
concern has been expressed 
as to how the focus upon 
counselling and student fin-
ancial aid will be altered. 
It is great that the govern-
ment is finally acknowledg-
ing the role of education in 
Canada's economic redevel-
opment. However, it is of in-
creasing concern that the 
scope of education will be 
limited to meeting only those 
goals which are occupational 
priorities. If the cultural as-
pect of education is increas-
ingly downplayed, then an 
increasing de-evaluation of 
liberal arts programmes in 
educational institutions is to 
be expected. As education 
becomes prioritized, the 
need for philosophers and 
other social scientists will 
be questioned and invitably 
devalued in society. 
B.C. Place'sroofwentup Nov. 14th. Sean Valentini writesaboutitonpage 11. 
No Summer School here in '83 
by Tom Boer 
There will be no academic 
summer school at Douglas 
College next year, but stu-
dents may attend Vancouver 
Community College or take 
correspondence courses at 
the Open Learning Institute 
and receive credit. 
Acceptance for courses is 
on a first come-first served 
basis, and students may not 
receive all desired courses. 
Although VCC will accept 
students from Douglas, 
Kwantlen, and Capilano, 
they will not increase en-
rollment as they have not re-
ceived sufficient govern-
ment funding. 
The number ot Douglas stu-
dents interested in attending 
should be significant. Gord-
on Gilgan, Dean of Academic 
Studies, points out that 
Douglas offered 48 sections 
(27 of them academic) in 
1980. 
Gilgan says students phon-
ing the registrar to enquire 
about summer school will re-
ceive information about vee 
and OLI offerings. 
Services for summer school 
students have steadily dec-
lined. In 1980, Capilano, 
Kwantlen, Douglas, and 
VCC offered courses. Last 
year, only VCC and Douglas 
were available, with Doug-
las' offerings cut by 40 sec-
tions. 
''I would like to have seen 
summer school because the 
Student Society fought so 
hard last year. It's good (the 
VCC and OLI solution),'' 
said Tim Shein. 
"It's going to have a lot of 
hardship. People travelling 
and trying to apply for it. 
IMPORT ANT NOTICE 
Yes, we are in the process 
of moving and things are a 
bit disorganized at present. 
But right now we have a 
more serious problem. 
Some of the items being 
moved, do not have the 
owners permission for re-
moval and also do not show 
up at the new site or any 
other known destination. A 
few of these items have been 
purses, telephones and also 
a chesterfield. 
Let's not panic, but please 
lock valubles up more care-
fully and keep an eye out for 
any mobile items that may 
With money short, it will be 
okay. At least something is 
offered to Douglas.'' 
Things look tough for pot-
ential summer school stu-
dents. Although VCC has 
previously offered this ser-
vice to Capilano College, it 
has never been able to fully 
accomodate its own stud-
ents. vee will be given some 
idea of which subjects are 
most in demand for Lower 
Mainland students by the 
other colleges. 
not require moving, or in-
deed may not belong to the 
individual moving them. We 
are all in this transition 
period together, so let's safe-
guard our own 
th!! property of others. 
Any information relating to 
the above mentioned items, 
or any suspicious activities 
that you may observe, can be 
related to the Student Soc-
iety Business Office or the 
Campus Supervisor at 8th 
Ave. &McBride Blvd.,N.W. 
Thanks for your co-
operation. 
D.C. Student Society 
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... and they said everyone 
was just dying to get in 
Caroline Hardon 
,For those of you who read 
my last editorial, please dis -
regard it ; I looked at the new 
campus and I guess it's al-
right. Kind of awesome. 
Post-CFS Conference, 'and 
faced with many unfinished 
chores, it suddenly occurred 
to me that the new campus 
offers something extra thar 
everybody (I hope) didn't 
nonce. 
The possibilities tor 
suicide at that place are un-
ending! I decided that the ul-
timate would be to jump 
through the plate glass roof 
of the concourse (did anyone 
ever consider golfball size 
hail when they built that 
place?). The cafeteria food 
may also be a possibility for 
killing oneself, but we will 
find that out if the place ever 
opens. 
Another possibility I 
considered was hydrochloric 
acid, I suppose you're won-
dering what relevance that 
would have to tlie new cam-
pus? Last Thursday, that 
pool of yellow stuff the men 
were scrubbing around on 
the floor of the concourse 
was hydrochloric acid )that 
can't be safe' for one's health 
can it?). For those of you who 
are into death by automobile, 
there are a number of electri-
cal wires hanging in the un-
derground parking area that 
could be useful for electro-
cution. 
I think what I'm try-
ing to get at is that the new 
campus is uncompleted in 
some areas, and these areas 
are potential health hazards , 
so stay away from them until ~· 
they're completed. 
The topic of suicide is gen-
erally a morbid one , and 
some people say I have a sick 
mind, so if you don't like 
what I ~rite, then disregard 
this article also. 
( Other Stuff J 
The Other Press will normally publish all letters received, subject to 
su~h provisos as appropnateness, due regard for libel, taste, and 
length 
\\Inters should aim to keep leners under 300 words; longer letters 
me be condensed to meec space requiremencs. Priority will be gt\:cn ro 
Dou~las College students and employee~. All leners must be s_tgned 
and mclude a phone number for verificauon purposes (though th1s w1ll 
not be printed). The staff will consider requests to wichbold the 
author's name in special circumstances. . , 
Leners anfl opinion published in che Ocher Press do noc necessarily 
reflect <.'difo~ial policy. 1 ' 
Letters may be brought to the qther Press ?ffice at the back of the 
New Westminster campus cafetena ,anc.j left tn the envelope on our 
door , · l • 1 1 
Probably,you ' U, find rh~t there is_ something you don:t lik~ aboucThe 
Other Press. Would you like to see 1t changed? . 
1 Well ypu can sitthe.re and wait for itto change icself, but don't hold 
your br~aih. You \vould be better off Cf?":tacting The p. the_r Press, write · 
a lecter. come into the office and coiJ'lplam, or even come lfl and chant~e 
· it yourself.' 1 , : i . '. 1 • . • • • • .' .' i 
Even a let tee showmg that you nouced a problem1ts quite ' hkely to , 
inspife the s~af(tq corrc:ct it, l , • .. \ 1 1 ,, : , 
1 
:· 
The Other Press is a democratically run, adtonqmous ~tuden~ ,, 
newspaper, published several · times ·a semes~r by che Ot~er ,' . 
Publications Society. 'fhe I Other Press i~ a member of Canadian ' 
University Press .. • •. 1 • . 
The Other Press News office is located behind the juice machine in ' , 
· the New Wiestminster campu$ (trailer) cafeteria. Mail or mes~ages 
may be left here., 1 
I Phone.: 525-3 542 
Mailing Address: The Other Press 
Douglas College 
Box 2503 
New Westminster B.C. 
V;L 5B2 
I ' , i 
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Security at new campus 
The move of the faculty , 
;taff and students to the 
Royal Avenue site, 
:ommenced in earnest on 
November 5th, Friday. 
During the past week or ten 
:lays as staff or faculty have 
:>ccupied their new office 
areas, telephones have been 
installed to enable internal 
and external communication 
to take place with as little 
confusion as po~sible. 
Unhappily , the new touch 
tone phones are proving 
attractive to the pilfering 
fringe . However: 
"Touch tone phones can 
only be operated on a line 
suitable for reception of 
touch tone dialing. These 
phones will not function un-
less touch tone service IS 
added by the B.C. Telephone 
Co. at additional cost to the 
consumer. These phones, 
therefore , will not function 
as a simple replacement for 
the normal ,dial phone." 
One further word of caution 
to all occupants of the new 
facility. The three levels of 
parking beneath the building 
contains space for approxi-
mately 680 vehicles. The 
price for parking, at least 
until the end of November, 
cannot be argued with. It's 
free! Please ensure that all 
faculty, staff and students 
park in this area rather than 
on any of the access drive-
ways to other parts of the 
facility. A car belonging to a 
student was towed from the 
driveway to the library on 
Wednesday because it was 
necessary to create space for 
the movers' trucks. The con-
tractors' forces are current-
ly using the access driveways 
to the cafeteria , scene shop, 
and Royal Avenue entrance. 
Please avoid these areas to 
permit the work to proceed. 
West Graydon 
I 
Moore complains about Shein 
OPEN LETTER TO: 
Student Society President, 
Tim Shein 
I agree with your executive 
decision to leave the post 0f 
DCSS OMBUDSPERSON 
vacant until the Spring. 
The students at Douglas 
College need an OMBUDS -
PERSON now. At this time of 
financial, social , and political 
crisi,. it is necessary to have 
a voice which speaks for stu-
dents and which has the 
power of popular mandate 
and law behind it. 
You refused to discuss this 
issue with me saying that 
you can't go to the students 
every time you have to make 
a decision. 
I stronly (sic) disagree with 
you . . 
I think you, have a responsi-
bility to, go• to the students 
every time there is a · major 
decision to be made., 
Today you also refused to 
have a ,discussion with me 
about the proposed censor-
ship policy for posters, leaf-
lets and other printed matter 
which will come into the new 
campus. This proposed poli-
cy must be put before the 
I 
entire student popu ation 
(sic), before you or any 
administrative people make 
a decision of this nature . You 
have no mandate to invoke a 
censorship policy at this 
cam-
campus. The Fundamental 
Freedoms (#2) (sic), in the 
I 
Canadian Charter of Rights 
and Freedoms guarantee 
freedom of the press , of 
expression and communica-
tion by other media . It also 
guarantees the right of 
peaceful assembly. 
Richard Moore, studt>nt 
Staff Box 
\ 
The Other Press marks its first (and last) "During 
Production Night Staff Box Writing." What happens 
during Production Night? i 
Helene Wisotzki was welcomed enthusiastically be-
cause she was typesetting (the other typist was un· 
avaUable). Chris Page, co.mandeering tih~ typewriter 
typ~d out funny Stories while discussin$ f>olitits with 
Caroline Harden, who was ju,mping up and .down, 
making high pitched n,oises she called1laugl\te£..Ian 
flunler-was thinking('.'lun~'')., .Dan Hjlbom ~ 
in •. sa~d'.'hi.:'and,~.~an.Valeatini~ut~his . : ,, . \ : 
.. . filigor·~th ~~to knife.,._,~·* ~~r:~ f14,u •. , ' 1, V 
, 1 ·~rry Otkaw~ l;iii in die ~ .and deyeloped · \ , 1. 
/\ tOts! and~, Of p~; While ~. P~U wrote ~ · .~ : , )t :*". ,obJ.cehe It~ ~x~ Gle''~ai•rillttlr~:not ther~. ' ' . '.'.·1 
.·. ~ .rtan ,Pharez am.l his•f~aueee,, J(eUy, tlied <tb ty~ on ; ; 
:r . a; typewriter with n0 .ribbOn,.~ Wao-en Laine': 
,; t~d ·t«>; det:ifer' h\s fianc;~·~ Je,tte~,' · Wh~ch -was ' 
written ~n Korean. •arb Burke· and Annette Murray 
· cqntributed iri differ~nt ways. ' · , ! l , , 1 ' 
A lot of staffers didn't turn up. although it was, 
rumoured that CUP people like, Arnold Hedstrom 
and Glen Sanford were supposed to (u~n up later on. 
Darron Lee arriyed about 8:30, and ~~s laughed at 
because of his haircut. 
Well, that's Pro<luction Night. Areo~t you1glad 
you're not here?? , . 
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IS DISARMAMENT PLAUSIBLE? 
by, W a"en Laine 1 
i 
As I strolled up Gra~ville 
street last Saturday, mYj_!lead 
filled with thoughts of my 
waiting luncheon dat'e at 
Pacific Ct;Jltr.e, I was stOpped 
by a very casually dressed 
girl bearing an armful of 
bright orange pamphl~ts; 
one of which, she handed 
me. Upon opening it, I was 
faced with a bold headline 
announcing a Disarmanent 
demonstration in Vancouver. 
I laughed, screwed it up, 
threw it into an awaiting 
garbage bin, and met my 
luncheon date. 
Disarmanent. It's a fanci-
ful dream, void of any intel-
ligent thought, but that's as 
far as it goes, a dream. The 
notion of Disarmiment comes 
no where near a plausible 
reality. It is fun (I have been 
told), to parade, chant, and 
protest against nuclear wea-
pons etc., but is it getting 
you anywhere? The idea of 
disarmanent is a hopeless 
dream, first due to the fact 
that no government would, 
and second because there is 
no way to dispose of the 
weapons that' would· be lay-
ing about. 
1 
Many arms limitation trea-
ties have been signed and 
resigned, but, as we see, 
they do no good, no one is 
really honouring them be-
cause, they are, in fact, only 
pieces of paper. Govern-
ments are not willing, and 
rightfully so, to jeopardise 
their national security by 
getting rid of their nuclear 
weapons. Though they can 
not be used, they do play an 
important part in modern 
day coercion and deterence 
in the international system. 
The idea is to use the 
weapons in the pretense that 
you will use them, even 
though you could never do 
so; you must make the 
enemy think you would, be· 
cause they never know if and 
when you might use them 
and if you really would. 
With this notion of arms 
reduction or disarmanent, 
we have to take into consid· 
eration the idea of 'trust'. 
Sure, you can sign away all 
your nuclear weapons in a 
treaty, but what stops your 
adversary from going back 
home, and after you've dis-
armed, pushing the button 
on you? Nothing whatsoever. 
fhe second problem with 
the notion of disarmanent is 
one of how you plan to 
dispose of the weapons. 
Already, the storage of nu-
clear wastes is a world-wide 
problem. Even with the 
wastes properly sealed and 
buried miles underground, it 
has been proven that they 
will leak out and get into our 
ecosystem. What we have to 
understa'nd is that any radio· 
actiV.e material, wherever we 
put if, will be here a lot ! 
longer than we will; so there 
is nq ~ay of getting rid o~ it 
at all. O.K. , some may say 
that ;we should shoot it irtto 
outer space; with what, 
· elastic bands? Do you 
realize how much a rocket 
costs to build and then to 
launch? They don't come 
back to be reused either you 
know! With this in mind, 
how are we supposed to get 
rid of the weapons on this 
planet? (:Weapons that con-
tain enough TNT for every 
man, woman, and child, to 
receive five tons in their · 
stockings this Christmas.) It 
cannot be done. Weapons 
don't just vanish . into thin 
air. 
There never will be any 
disarmanent. It is not plau-
sible on any level. So go on, 
carry your signs, protest, 
and think your fanciful no· 
tions. You may get a good 
tan on a sunny day, but that 
is all; you're not using any 
form of intelligence. Well, 
maybe a bit in your dreaming. 
. tl' ""' .J t:rs CH : V(:;. ~'\>'\~ C.~v Oo '-t~ "~, 
r~ 
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NUCLEAR BUILDUP SPELLS ECONOMIC DECLINE 
by Annette Murray 
The United States is con-
tributing to its nuclear proli-
feration to preserve its domi-
nant economic position 
through political and mili-
tary means. 
The irrationality of nuclear 
proliferation can be under· 
stood in terms of the decline 
of the American economy 
and the fact that the relative-
ly high level of military 
spending both reflects and 
reinforces this decline. The 
three hypotheses that sup-
port this thesis are the 
following: 1 )an increase in 
procurement of arms is a res-
ponse to economic decline; 
2)the procurement of arms 
has an independent momen-
tum; 3)an increase in 
procurement of arms acceler-
ates economic decline. 
After World War II, the 
U.S. was faced with an econ-
omic decline based on the 
decline of dominant indus-
tries, for instance, the chal-
lenge to railways and ships 
made by automobiles and 
the present challenge of tele-
communications. The decline 
of dominant industries was 
also related to the rise of 
technological competitors, 
Germany and Japan; the in-
crease in foreign investment; 
as money sought new mar-
kets and faster-moving sec-
tors;and the accompanying 
deteriorating balance of 
trade. When dominant 
industries, such as the aero-
space industry began to 
decline after the war, the 
U.S. chose to save man of 
them through arms prolifer-
ation, an activity fueled by 
the Cold War "image." 
Therefore, the main contrac-
tors for weapons systems 
tended to be found in declin· 
ing industrial sectors. 
As a consequence of the 
fact that the government is 
the chief consumer of nuc-
lear arms, which are manu-
factured by relatively few 
firms, nuclear weapons are 
successively more expensive 
and elaborate, rather than 
cheaper ana more simple. 
Arms companies can afford 
to be cost-maximizers rather 
than cost-minimizers be· 
cause the system of contract-
ing is such that profits are 
awarded as a fixed percent-
age of costs. 
It is a recognized fact that 
as a product becomes more 
expensive and elaborate, the 
manufacturing process be-
comes more specialized and 
complex. As the manufactur· 
ing process becomes more 
specialized, arms manufac-
turers become increasingly 
dependent on military orders 
from governments. As the 
manufacturing capacity be-
comes more complex, it ex-
pands and more orders are 
required to maintain employ-
ment and maximize profits; 
therefore, military orders or 
arms exports must rise. 
Nuclear arms proliferation 
accelerates economic decline 
because resources diverted 
to military purposes yield 
less return in terms of tech-
nical progress in the civilian 
sector than resources devot-
ed to civilian purposes 
directly. The nature of tech· 
nology is such that any tech-
nology over its lifespan gives 
increasing performance for 
costs in its early growth 
phase and falling returns 
during its maturation. This 
theory can be applied to the 
technology of a whole indust-
ry as well as to a particular 
product. Evidence suggests 
that the phase of diminishing 
returns has been reached by 
the military technologies. 
It is argued that new tech-
nical discoveries made in the 
military sector have spinoffs 
in terms of technical pro-
gress in the civilian sector, 
and that these spinoffs make 
up for those losses due to 
military spending because 
the government can afford to 
take greater risks and spend 
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Albums Reviewed! 
by Dan Hilborn 
. What is it going to take to 
have the local radio industry 
~realize that there is a whole 
plethora of underground 
bands in Vancouver produc-
ing records and selling-out 
concerts underneath their 
stuffy little noses? 
The most recent of these 
undergtotmd records, "Born 
Free,'' by Los Popularos, is a 
great little, self-produced 
effort with more than one 
tune that could well be the 
local hit needed to wake up 
those bleary-eyed old men 
and women who refuse to lis-
ten to anything but establish-
ed bands or new ones that 
sound like the old ones. 
For those who don't know, 
Los Popularos were formed 
two years ago when it app-
eared that the underground 
scene in Vancouver was go-
ing to stagnate from lack of 
new blood. Most of the 
bands at the time either split 
up or changed personnel sev-
era! times and out of it all 
was formed Los Radicos Pop-
ularos, featuring Bill Shirt 
from Active Dog; Zippy Pin-
head from San Francisco's 
The Dils'; Buck Cherry from 
The Modernettes; and Tony 
Bardach and Dash Hamm 
from the most popular new 
music group in town, The 
Pointed Sticks. The idea be-
hind forming the band was 
that if they were the best the 
underground offered, then 
stardom would soon follow. 
Six disappointing months lat-
er, the band dropped Radi-
cos from their name and soon 
after that, Cherry left tore-
start his old band. 
" Born Free" is the second 
record from the band and 
their best. The biggest sur-
prise is that they left ''The 
Formula,'' a hit this summer 
on the UBC radio station, 
and one of my favourite 
songs, off the release. How-
ever, two songs have a parti-
cular potential for airplay: 
MMMMM .... poetry 
PY Ian Hunter 
Anyone who has ever reaa a 
poem is a poet. Although 
there are many poets in this 
world, it can be argued that 
few of them are of any worth. 
not usually think of being in 
what is basically a college 
creative writing publication, 
are dealt with in some depth, 
such as abortion, rape, and 
death. This may not be to 
everyone's liking. 
This is good; a smile is 
often not the most appro-
''Get Out of Your House,'' 
and "Out on the Frontier." 
The other two songs, "Can't 
Come Back," and "Don't 
Say It,'' are also good songs 
but the band plays other 
songs in concert that are bet-
tel\ 
Shirt and Bergman have 
progressed a long way from 
when they wrote "La Haci-
enda'' for Bud Luxford's first 
compilation album and the 
production is cleaner than 
their first single ''Working 
Girls/Mystery To Myself.'· 
What this band needs now is 
more people to hear its 
record because the music is 
better than most of the disco 
stuff the radio stations consi-
der' 'new music.'' 
Don't expect to be able to 
find this record in just any 
record store beyond Bo~nd­
ary Road, either: I, mean, 
let's be realistic, would you 
buy a record from a band you 
hadn't heard of? 
priate response to a powerful 
poem. 
John Ong and co-editor, 
Kathyrn Warner, put the an-
thology together with contri-
butions from about fifteen 
DC creative writing stu-
dents. 
Pat Jones is one of the more 
notable poets in the book. 
With Liz, she follows 
the downward fall of a friend 
Creep show 
by Brzan Pharez as they are gory;others scar-
A friend told me Creepshow ier than gory. I don't scare 
was lousy. That was his opin- easily, but a couple of scenes 
ion. I liked it. He doesn't made me jump. 
care for horror-flicks. I do. I admit it isn't the best mov-
Creepshow is a collection of ie around town, but, again, 
short stcnies taken from a that't opinion. If your thing 
comic book. At least, the ani- is horror-flicks, see Creep-
marion between stories sug- show. 
gested that they were. Some 
of the stories aren't as scary 
from diamonds to drugs, 
with biting perceptiveness 
and compassionate insight. 
Lina Meagher contributes 
everyday realism on a bus 
ride with a drunk: 
An old drunk beside me 
He smells of urine, sweat 
And spearmint gum ... 
Ok, ok ... so it isn't pleasant, 
but neither is life sometimes, 
but by glimpses of other 
people's lives through poetry 
you may be able to appreci-
ate your own life more and 
respect other people's diff-
erences. That, I think, is the 
best thing about this edition: 
it's different and original, 
and available to anyone who 
wants one free, through the 
Douglas College English De-
partment. 
We all like to write trite, 
self-indulgent poetry that 
means much to us when we 
write it, but, for people read-
ing those poems, the effect 
may be similar to that of eat-
ing a large bowl of frozen 
porridge- one just can't 
stomach it. 
Poetry, however, can also 
be the most effective and 
important expression of hu-
man thought and feeling pos-
sible. A four-line poem can 
make (and has made), more 
of an impression than a novel 
or essay on the same subject. 
Taverna Greka ll1fl ENNEDY TRAVEL ~ SERVICELTD· 
Poetry is also very subject-
ive in that one person's ex-
pressive insight might be 
perverted prose to another. 
Although poetry is not often 
profitable to publish, there 
are a surprising amount of 
are a surprising number of 
poetry anthologies published 
in Canada, with each aca-
demic institution having at 
least one (Douglas College 
has two: The Otherthan Re-
view, published by the 
Other Publications Society, 
and Pearls. a student anthol-
ogy from Creative Writing 
students at this College.) 
Pearls 7 3 has just come out 
with its unusual assortment 
of poems and prose, devoid 
of cliche. Subjects one would 
(Specializing in Greek Food) 
Best Greekfood in New West, 
come in and try it. 
Monday - Thursday_ 
11 :00 am -=11 :00 pm 
Friday 11:00 am - 12:00 pm 
Saturday 4:30 am~--12:00pm 
Sunday 4:30am- 10:00 pm 
Phone 5 26-66 51 
326 Columbia St. ·New ·wesf. 
''we sell travel'' 
-ski packages 
- Christmas holidays to sun 
spots. 
- trips home (book early 
for best excursion fares). 
221 Columbia Street New westminster. 
V3L lAS 
PHONE: 522-0606 
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( Other Entertainment ) 
WeaversWereSomet Specia 
by Jan Hunter 
Some movies do not lend • 
themselves particularly well 
to reviews. Somehow words 
are inadequate to express 
what a movie means, both to 
the reviewer and the audi-
ence. Some movies just dfy 
description. 
"Wasn ' t That a Time," 
playing at the- Ridge Theatre, 
16th and Arbutus in Vancou-
ver , November 26 - Decem-
ber 2nd . 
" Wasn't That a Time," is 
a picture, indeed a celebra-
tion, of a reunion that the 
folk group, the Weavers , 
held at Carnegie Hall , in 
1981. The movie follows the 
assent of the group, through 
news clippings, old tv shots, 
and narration. The Weavers 
were blacklisted at the hei-
ght of their career in the 
anti-communist tide of Mc-
Carthyism. Overnight they 
fell from being a major pop 
group to godless commies 
who couldn't get a booking in 
the country. They fought , 
and 
two years after relative ob-
scurity, they held a concert 
at Carnegie Hall that sold 
out within a couple of days. 
The concert was recorded 
and brought the Weavers 
back the attention that was 
robbed from them. 
In the audience of that 1960 
were such future folkies as 
Bob Dylan, and Peter, Paul, 
and Mary, who all claimed 
the Weavers as a major 
influence. 
The movie's main focus is 
of the Weavers' effect on the 
folk scene then and now. In 
the movie are bit performan-
ces with Holly Near , Don 
McLean, and Peter, Paul and 
Mary, but the climax of the 
movie is the Carnegie Hall 
concert itself. The great 
warmth evident at the con-
cert seems to flow from the 
Col1l1Ilbia Billiards 
Arcade & Snack If you think 
New West 
bas no cbar-Bar 
Snooker & Eight acter ... your wrong. Try 
tbis place. Ball Tables 
Open llA·M·-llP.M. 
7 days a week 
Ladies W elcome!! 
Take it 
from AI ... 
lJI foWII. 
best tabQes too .. 
across from 
King Ed 
Hotel 
screen. To this reviewer's Seeger, Ronnie Gilbert , Lee 
pleasant surprise, who saw it Hayes, and Fred Hollerman. 
at a special press screening Pete Seeger is probably the 
on Saturday morning, it re- best known of the four, with 
lieved my hangover. various political activities , 
The Weavers were Pete such as his fight to clean up 
Lord -Of The Rings 
b B · P''- orange carbonate that other Y rtan rJarez theatres have. 
Last Sunday , I went to the The movie I've seen before , 
Ridge Theatre for a one but I couldn't resist seeing it 
showing only of Lord of the again. If it wasn't a " one 
Rings.! had never been to showing only," I would have 
the Ridge before, and I was seen it again and again . 
impressed by its differences The animation far exceeds 
from other theatres. Unlike Heavy Metal and The Wall 
others , the Ridge was clean put together, and the story is 
and organized. an all-time classic. I'm sure 
My date was instantly over- many of you have read at 
whelmed by the fantastic least some of J .R .R. Tol-
snack bar. It served all kinds kien ' s work , or have at least 
of goodies , like fresh Nanai- heard of it . 
mo bars and real orange If the movie ever comes 
juice. It was a relief to have back, see it. In the mean-
real instead ofthe time read Tolkien's books . 
MUSIC LESSONS 
MODERN STUDIO PRIVATE 
INSTRUCTION FROM BEGINNERS 
TO ADVANCED 
GUITAR BASS 
ORGAN DRUMS 
the Hudson River, and his 
many how-to books on play-
ing guitar and banjo. Ronnie 
Gilbert was at the Vancou-
ver Folk Festival last year, 
letting us rejoice in her 
powerful voice along with 
Holly Near. Lee Hayes, who 
wrote many of the Weavers' 
best songs, such as "Kisses 
Sweeter Than Wine," and 
' 'if I Had a Hammer,'' died 
shortly after the completion 
of the movie. Fred Holler-
man, possibly the least kno-
wn of the four, continues to 
write , record, and sing. 
Captured on film, these 
people convey the hope of 
one generation to another. 
See it ... it will make you say, 
as you walk from the theatre , 
''wasn't that a time.' ' 
Nibelungen 
by Barb Bur'ke · 
Die Nibelungen, The 1924 
German film classic, was 
presented for the sixth con-
secutive year at Douglas Col-
lege. 
The 3 J.4 hour film depicts 
the famous story of Sieg-
fried's rise to fame, his pass-
ionate love for Kriemhilde, 
and the tragic end to his life. 
The fairy -tale epic portrays 
Siegfried as perhaps the first 
Superman-hero. His bouts 
with fire, fire breathmg dra-
gons, evu dwarfs, and his es-
cape from the magic woods 
allow him to gain the respec"~ 
and admiration of all good 
people in the land. His rep-
utation spreads throughout 
the country, and a star is 
born. Siegfried's life is nice-
ly rounded out when he falls 
fervently in love with Kriem-
hilde, the sister of the King 
.of The Nibelungen's. 
The first part of this two 
part film ends with the mur-
der of Siegfried by Kriem 
hi! de's uncle. 
Part two of the film, titled 
Kriemhilde's Revenge, con-
tinues with the tragic death 
of Siegfried, and Kriem-
hilde' s desperate requests 
for justice because of her 
husband's murder. 
Kriemhilde' s sorrow turns 
to bitterness as she becomes 
dedicated to getting reven-
ge. Her desperateness leads 
her to marry the ugly Attila, 
King of the Huns, who be-
comes the powerful tool in 
her revenge . Her obsession 
drives her to allow the death 
1of her only child , her broth-
er, and the people of her ori-
,ginal kingdom. 
Finally, Kriemhilde ' s uncle 
is killed and Siegfried ' s dea-
is revenged. 
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CFS Conference 
Some background ... .... .. . S proposes tax exchange 
Douglas College Student 
Society became a member of 
Canadian Federation of Stu-
dents at the Student Soci-
ety'~ Annual General Meet-
ing, February 26th, 1982. 
Student Society levies went 
up $2-4. 
By the time the meeting 
reached the vote on joining 
CFS, only 20 students re-
mained in the room. Backed 
by the whole Student Socie-
ty Executive, the motion to 
join CFS passed 18-1 with 1 
abstention. 
The CFS exists to lobby for 
student rights and funding 
for post--secondary educa-
tion, and also to provide 
services, like the Youthsaver 
Card, to students. 
by Glen Nazaruk 
The Canadian Federation of 
Students has agreed to prop-
osals which will cause chang-
es in the structure of the 
Canadian Student Loan Pro-
gramme. A proposed ex-
change will result in the 
withdrawal of the education 
deduction in Canada's feder-
al income tax return. Origin-
ally proposed by the CFS, a 
number of years ago, this 
proposal will shift funds to-
wards lower income stud-
ents, and increase the grant 
amount now offered through 
the Canada Student Loan 
Programme. 
It is proposed that within 
the Student Loan Program-
me, the Federal government 
match dollar for dollar the 
funds generated by the re-
moval of income tax deduc-
tions. This would confirm the 
government's commitment 
to student assistance. 
With the Federal govern-
ment facing huge deficits, 
there is some speculation 
that should these proposals 
be passed by the Federal 
government, the funds gen-
erated by the removal of this 
tax may be used to relieve 
other areas in our economy. 
There is also some specula-
tion that the loss of this tax 
deduction is inevitable and 
that it is in the best interests 
of all concerned to start 
nego-
tiating for increased grant 
proportions immediately in 
hopes of getting some form 
of commitment. What must 
be asked is, are we willing to 
trust our government with 
these funds? 
The CFS sees the exchange 
of the tax education deduc-
tion for higher grant amoun-
ts as a means to increase acc-
essibility for lower income 
students to the Canada Stu-
dent Loan Programme. It 
must be noted that this pro-
posal would damage those 
students with fairly high in-
comes who do not wish to re-
ceive financial aid. 
Some other proposals put 
forward are a complete re-
moval of the married/unmar-
ried clause in· the Canada 
~tudent Loan application, a 
withdrawal of the notion of 
dependent status, a 50% tax 
deduction on all funds contri-
buted to a student's educa-
tion (which will be research-
ed further and witheld to a 
later CFS conference), and 
~SERVICES Third semi-annual meeting Troisieme reunion semi-annuelle 
.. 
the rule that spouse 's income 
and assets are not to be used 
in calculating need. 
Also considered and added 
to the proposal is allowing 
part-time students to apply 
for financial aid, and the dis-
couragement of loan ceilings 
as a barrier to any student's 
education . 
The CFS does not support 
the chartered banks' propo-
sal that interest rates on 
Canada Student loans be set 
at prime plus one or two per-
cent. A proposal that the· int-
erest on Canada Student 
Loans be set the same as off-
ered on Canadian Savings 
Bonds was accepted at the 
conference. 
Any feedback regarding 
any or all of these proposals 
would be appreciated. Please 
contact Glen Nazaruk at the 
">ld Douglas College. 
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Lack of activism? 
by Chris Page 
Although the Victoria CFS 
Conference of Nov. 8-13 pro-
duced a campaign plan, 
Canada's national student 
organisation still has pro-
blems to overcome 
Fiscal resrrai:nt will be the 
subject of a February Infor-
mation campaign. 
"Monies are being diverted 
from post-secondary educa-
tion and directed toward oth-
er segments of the econo-
my, says the Campaign 
Committee's report. 
''It is essential that post-
secondary education be ad-
equately funded to guaran-
tee a truly democratic socie-
ty." 
An action week about Stu-
dent employment is planned 
for March. Activities may in-
clude creating ''mock soup 
kitchens to publicize depres-
sion levels of unemploy-
ment,'' alliances with labour 
unions and associations, and 
information pickets near 
Chambers of Commerce or 
shopping centres. 
CFS had planned an infor-
mation week for last Oct. 11-
15, but organizers failed to 
send information to B.C. in 
time for it. 
Although CFS is now two 
years old,it still lacks a com-
photos by Glen Nazaruk and 
Chris Page 
plete policy on education. Of 
24 policy motions presented, 
at the Victoria conference, 
only half dealt with educa-
tion issues. Other motions 
concerned peace, apartheid, 
gay rights, and rebels in El 
Salvador. 
CFS' s ·lack of commitment 
to student activism was sho-
wn by refusing to pay $500 
toward the $8,000 legal fees 
Universite de Moncton stu-
dents face because of an oc-
cupation staged there last 
Spring to protest tuition in-
creases. 
Universite de Moncton stu-
dents may leave CFS, and 
Nova Scotia's campuses may 
also threaten to leave. 
Eric Walker objects to the 
CFS policy of requiring 
members of provincial Stu-
dent Federations to be mem-
bers of CFS as well, and that 
it is enforced inconsistently. 
University of Toronto was 
given voting rights despite 
not being part of Ontario 
Federation of Students 
Waterloo, in the same situa-
tion, wasn't. 
CFS's closing plenary ad-
journed at 4:10a.m. Sunday 
Nov. 14, with half the pro-
posed motions never reach-
ing the floor. 
Excuses not good enough 
by Caroline Hardon 
''Answers, not excuses,'' 
was a phrase that many peo-
ple used during the Canad-
ian Federation of Students 
Conference November 7-13, 
in Victoria. As already men-
tioned in the last edition of 
the Other Press, the opening 
plenary of the conference 
was unorganized. Unfortu-
nately, the rest of the confer-
ence proved to be as unorg-
anized. 
Thursday started out with a 
Central Committee meeting. 
At this meeting, D.C.S.S. 
President, Tim Shein, pre-
sented his letter directed to 
CFS, and it was met with 
general disagreement by CC 
members. They gave the im-
pression that it was Douglas 
Colleg~ s fault that inform a-
tion wasn't delivered on 
time, and then made various 
other excuses for some of the 
accusations in Shein's letter. 
On the matter offinances, 
Shein claimed the "organiza-
tion has to be co-ordinated, 
it has to work like a well-
oiled machine.'' The mem-
hers of the C.C. agreed with 
this statement, but offered 
no solutions. 
Next on the agenda was a 
General Assembly. It hadn't 
gotte.n very far when a repre-
sentative from Nova Scotia 
requested an open question 
and answer period with the 
Board Members and Cent-
ral Committee ofCFS . The 
session got underway, and 
many complaints were brou-
ght into the open. The people 
that the questions were dire-
cted to sat perched on the 
stage together and tried to 
pacify the sometimes angry 
students facing them. The 
session was useful, and was 
a positive step forward for 
the Conference - it allowed 
delegates to reveal what they 
really felt, and some quest-
ions were answered. 
Some of the CFS services 
include Travel Cuts (the CFS 
travel agency) and CPS 
Canadian Programming Ser-
vices that supplies guest spe-
akers to campuses across 
Canada. Travel Cuts is a very 
successful part of CFS. It can 
offer discounts on flights and 
travel arrangements to just 
about anywhere in the world, 
Douglas College doesn't 
have a Travel Cuts office, but 
there's one at SFU. CPS 
looks very promising but the 
service isn't used as much as 
it should be. For small Col-
leges, C.P.S. can be quite 
expensive. It was recommen-
ded that smaller colleges in-
terested in having a speaker 
come to them should try and 
arrange other small colleges 
in close proximity to share 
in the bill and hold a lecture 
at one location. The speakers 
that the C.P .S.offers are very 
good and it could be worth 
looking into for Douglas Col-
lege. 
Many committees were go-
ing on during the confer-
ence. They ranged from iss-
ues concerning CFS budget, 
to campaigns. Hopefully, the 
work put into these committ-
ees will help the students of 
Canada. Many good ideas 
were discussed, however, 
many ideas didn't reach the 
closing plenary. 
The attitude of most dele-
gates throughout the confer-
ence was negative, but as 
times of fiscal restraint and 
decreasing job markets con-
tinue, everyone's nerves will 
be on edge. One must realize 
that CFS is just one year old, 
and the organization has a lot 
of potential. Once the bugs 
are smoothed out, CFS 
should be a very beneficial 
federation in which to 
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Other Events 
Judas Priest Praised 
by Karen]u11g 
Judas Priest started and 
ended with a bang. This 
group played their high ener-
gy music consistently and 
the crowd expected nothing 
less. They were over-anxious 
to see them and knocked 
over thc!'fences in front of the 
stage.People also lit fire-
crackers and flares. 
it reflected their music. 
The lead singer looked a 
little old to be singing in skin 
tight black leather, but did-
n't seem to be lacking any 
energy as he kept the crowd 
entertained. 
The group had three en-
cores, which is a lot for any 
group. During the last en-
core, the lead singer rode his 
Harley Davidson from under 
the raised stage. The bike, I 
found out, is one of their 
trademarks, along with black 
leather. 
1 
STEPH'S J Neighborhood Candy Store -.r. 
37 EIGHTH STREET, N.W. 
The bassist was not as en-
ergetic as the rest of the 
group, appearing only when 
the group first came on stage 
and when they took their 
bows. 
J 
. _.......- ..... 
tg .... 
:; 
-· 
Judas Priest put a lot of ex-
plosions into their show, 
which was effective because 
I think that Judas Priest put 
on a good show, but they 
over-used their echo system. 
Los Pops with Idol 
byArthurDeluis , Yorkers, Idol fronted 
Despite playing to only 500 England's Generation X, and 
people at the Commodore on Monday he drew from the 
Ballroom on Monday night,' list of songs he perfonved 
Billy Idol and his four mem- while with them. Many of the 
her back-up band delivered fans at the front of the dance 
a well-paced, and, at times, floor burst into applause 
electrifying performance. upon hearing the familiar 
This concert not only kept 
me awake, but kept my 
attention. If you're not afraid 
of people getting rowdy and 
even hurt, I recommend see-
ing Judas Priest in concert. 
mention. All in all, an excell-
ent show. 
Los Popularos opened for. 
Idol, and, despite the stan-
dard muddy sound produced 
by back-up bands, they put 
on quite a good show. Be-
sides cleaning up their 
sound, they should work on 
lessening their pauses be-
tween songs, because bands 
tend to lose the attention of 
the audience when they wait 
so long between numbers. 
t 7 Come in and see Our 
Most of the material came opening chords of such 
from Idol's latest album, Generation X hits as "Kiss 
with the songs "White Wed- Me Deadly," "Dancin' with 
ding,'' ''C'mon C'mon, '' Myself," and "Stars Looked 
and "Hot in the City" parti- Down." All of Idol's band 
cularly impressive. Previous proved to be excellent musi-
to forming his current band, cians, with the drummer and 
all of whom are New guitarist deserving s ecial 
----------~------------~--L----' 
Potters Snooker Lounge (,.;::J~ Q 35-6th Street New Westminster 
~ Sheila King 
If.· Newest and most unique lYillia'f'rM -~ 
I facility in the .Frrmer VaJley. -~ ~ TOURNAMENTS: Every Thursday night"'=' 
1 compete with the best in New West 
or just watch the action. 
INSTRUCTION:open to you by 
appointment from B·C·'s Ladies Snooker 
Champion, 5~ 1 1129 
Sheila King. ..&. • 
The key to 
your future is a 
C.G.A. 
Certified-General 
~Accountants 
~Association 
of British Columbia 
Wide Variety of Candies 
J • CAROB AND CHOCOLATE t NOVELTIES • CARAMELS • FUDGE • GUMS • HARDCANDIES • NUTS AND MIXES PHONE 522·0955 
Financial management is an 
exciting and challenging field 
which is attuned to the needs of 
the 1980's . .. and beyond. Finan-
cial decision-making is becom-
ing increasingly complex and 
the demand for professional 
accounting skills has never been 
greater. 
When you combine your 
diploma or degree with a CGA 
designation, you offer a very 
powerful package of training 
plus experience, whether your 
future lies in industry, com-
merce, government or public 
practice. 
CGA students earn a living 
while studying to obtain their 
C.G.A. designation under a 
program which is offered Canada-
wide. At the end of the pro-
gram, when you have earned 
the right to call yourself a CGA, 
you'll know you have achieved a 
professional standing which is 
second to none. 
Learn more about the CGA 
program and how you can com-
bine it with your existing 
qualifications. Contact the 
Director of Student Services, 
The Certified General 
Accountants Association of B.C., 
1555 West 8th Avenue, 
Vancouver, B.C. V6J ITS. 
Telephone: (604) 732-1211. 
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c Other Place 
Press gets soaked 
Under The Dome 
"What can we do to fill 
space in the next edition of 
the Other Press? I asked my-
self. Certainly students don't 
want to see ..,any __ more blurry 
pictures of the new campus , 
now that the majority of us 
have moved in. 
Then it hit me. I'll go take 
some blurry pictures of the 
new stadium in Vancouver. 
I promptly phoned B.C. 
Place in an attempt to gain 
tickets to the roof-raising, 
scheduled for November 14. 
After the usual run-around, 
I was able to contact the man 
responsible for press rela-
tions. 
"Hello, I'm with the Other 
Press." (Luckily, I was at 
home, as this is not some 
thing I would utter within the 
walls of the College, for fear 
of being drawn and quarter-
ed.). "lwould like to know if 
it would be possible to gain 
access to the roof-raising?" 
He said the event was 
strictly for guests and the 
work~ng press. But, after 
further discussion in which I 
informed him that the Other 
Press has a readership of 
approximately 2500 (so I lied 
a bit; I didn't want to tell him 
that most students at Doug-
las College use the Other 
Press only as a buffer be-
tween the construction dust 
and the derriere of their des-
igner jeans, rather than a 
legitimate forum of editorial 
comment.),eventually I was 
able to convince the gentle-
man of my sincere desire to 
cover the event, and he 
added my name to the list of 
media. 
On Sunday morning I went 
to the press entrance, where 
I was given media identifica-
tion and a hard hat (were 
they anticipating prob-
lems?). As I walked across 
the mud floor of the stadium, 
I couldn't help but notice the 
40,000 square yard teflon 
sheet which hung 40 metres 
above my head. Soon, six-
teen fans would lift the 46 
ton roof (Would the hard hat 
protect me if it fell?). 
I marvelled at how far archi-
tecture has come. Just think-
an inflatable stadium! 
Arriving at the press area, 
I found a spot and started to 
unpack my equipment. I was 
feeling slightly uncomfort-
able in the midst of all the 
professional media-types, 
when suddenly the roof 
heaved and gallons of water 
started pouring down on the 
press section. People scur-
ried out from under the down 
tpour, all except the t.v. 
cameramen, who were 
forced to hug their equip-
ment and absorb the water. 
My insecurity vanished as I 
watched these seasoned 
professionals reduced to 
Photos And Text By Sean Valentini 
Inflation 
!nBC 
sponge. They were uncom-
fortable now. 
I wondered how, on this 
beautiful sunny day, I had 
arranged to be in the only 
place in town where it 
rained. Perhaps the building 
was getting back at those 
who gave it negative press. 
At 10:00, the procession of 
dignitaries entered, 16 of 
them. Terror took hold. Had 
they decided to scrap the 
fans and inflate the roof with 
hot air from speeches in-
stead? 
I quickly regained my ration 
ale and as the speeches got 
underway, I snapped some 
blurry pictures of Mr. Ben-
nett. I was pleasantly sur-
prised by the short duration 
of the 2 or 3 speakers; un-
fortunately, Mr. Bennett 
found it necessary to quip 
''This is the only kind of 
inflation we want in B.C." 
as he started the first fan. 
Those of you sitting on my 
article can formulate your 
own smart-aleck remark to 
that one. 
The stadium offers an am a-
zingly good view from most 
areas. The capacity is 60,000 
in high-back armchair seats. 
which raises the question: 
who's going to fill it now that 
the Who's not going to fill it? 
Within a few hours, it can 
be divided into a half-
stadium configuration with a 
capacity of 30,000 people. 
The turf, called polygras, 
attaches to the field with 
Velcro fasteners and can be 
easily removed within hours 
to avoid damage from man-
made disasters, like rock 
concerts. 
B.C.Place is attractive, 
functional and long overdue 
in a city with Vancouver's 
population and climate. I'm 
pleased that those of us who 
attended the roof-raising 
were the last professional 
sports fans to be rained on in 
this city. 
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Possibly it could have 
been more finished when 
we moved in. Otherwise, 
White Spot could get 
moved out and decent 
food caterers that treat 
there employees better 
· moved in. The parking 
facilities should remain 
free to students and the 
courtyard should be heat-
ed more to create a better 
atmosphere as a meeting 
place instead of merely a 
transitory area. 
Erin O'Brien 
Photo s By Gerry Oikawa 
Well I guess they can't 
call us a highschool with 
ashtrays, 'anymore. Act-
ually I thi'nk it's great, it 
gives us a better academ· 
ic atmosphere, along with 
our own gym facilities. 
Peter Kinch 
We finally have a very 
decent campus, what 
more can 1: say, besides it 
looks very nice. Believe it 
or not, so!Vetimes I actu-
ally look forward to going 
to school. However, I do 
wish we had free parking 
at the campus, but I 
guess we can't win them 
all. 
William So 
Lesson #19 "Canada's Beer Biottle" 
Ever wonder about our stubby, brown beer bottle~ 
Well, the bottle is brown because that colour filters 
out sunlight which can cause beer to go flat. 
And it's stubby, because early in the sixties, 
packagers discovered that a compact bottle was easier to 
handle, and took up less room in a beer case. It also saved 
everybody money. So in 1962, the uniform industry beer 
bottle made its debut in Canada. 
Altogether, there are almost 100 million bottles circulating 
through the entire system. Each one makes about four 
trips a year and averages four to five year's service before 
it's retired and sent back to the glass factory. 
Anyway you look at it, that's quite a career. 
So next time you think our Canadian beer bottle might 
look a little homely, just remember that it wasn't built for 
beauty. It was built to last. 
And isn't that what really matters when you're out 
there making the rounds~ 
J 
Lesson #19 from the College of Beer Knowledge 
Drop into the FCC ANSWER CENTRE, 648 
Carnarvon. Find out about the exciting downtown 
and waterfront redevelopment program- of 
which Douglas College is an important part. 
Open : Monday to Friday 9-4:30 
Phone:525-0 144 
The First Capual City Development Company 
1 imited is a cooperative venrure between the City 
of New Westminster and the British Columb1a 
Development Corporation. 
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Use Your Head 
Are your lecture notes virtually useless? 
Do you forget what you have read and 
studied as soon as you put down your 
study material? Do you have difficult}' 
organizing essays and assignments? 
Use your head can help you with practical 
• comprehensive 
note taking . 
• organizing -
essays 
• studying for 
exams 
•improving long-term 
memory 
•and releasing 
creative energy 
Three flour workshops:Kwantlen College, Surrey 
Campus, room 409, Thursday November 18th from 7-10 
pm Tuesay Nvember 23rd from 7-10 pm, Thursday De~ember 2nd from 7-10 pm and Thursday December· 
9th from 7-10 pm. 
For more intensive all day workshops: Kwantlen 
College Richmond Campus on Saturday November 20th 
from 9-4:30 pm or at the Granville Island barge 1295 
Johnston St . on Granville Island on Saturday December 
4th . 
Three hour workshops will cost $12. The all day 
workshops are $50. 
For further information and registration phone; 
531-8533. 
ustaskfor 
Hi-Test. 
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continued from page.· 5 
in larger amounts than indi-
vidual business enterprises . 
However, when discoveries 
are made in the military sec-
tor , such as the development 
of integrated circuits in the 
U.S ., there is little incentive 
to apply the discovery to 
civilian purposes due to the 
guaranteed profitability of 
government contracts. It was 
Japan that developed stand-
ardized integrated circuits 
while American electronics 
companies custom built for 
the military. 
It appears that the vjcious 
circle of nuclear arms prolif-
eration can only be halted by 
a general restructuring of the 
economy in which resources 
are shifted from the slow-
growing military sector to fa 
growing military sector to 
fast -growing industrial sec-
tors . This would require 
planning and state interfer-
ence , sure to be strongly 
opposed by vested interests 
in the slow-growing sectors. 
John Kenneth Galbraith 
says nuclear stockpiles are 'a 
fundamental part of the 
world's financial and eco-
nomic structure . Big corpor-
~ I 
'·' 
MALT LIQUOR 
CARLING O'KEE;FE BREWE.RI,Es 
'3.tions in the U.S.support 
arms proliferation because 
they need to develop wea-
pons in order to expand their 
own technological base and 
stimulate their own growth. 
Because they are dependent 
on the underwriting of 
research and technological 
expansion on the production 
of arms for sale to the U.S. 
government , big U.S.corpor-
ations identify themselves 
with the goals of the various 
armed services. In turn, the 
corporations exert pressure 
on the American government 
to the degreee that congress-
men are re-elected on the ba 
men are re-elected on the 
basis of their success in 
obtaining defense agree -
ments for their constituen-
cies. 
The power of the military-
industrial complex can be 
seen in militaristic foreign 
policy. For instance, in the 
1940 ' s, American aero -
space companies threatened 
with bankruptcy were pre-
served through the extension 
of military order!! ·in that 
their productive capacity 
could be made available for 
mobilization in time of war . 
Galbraith says : 
It is necessary that there 
. ' 
I ' I I 
i 
I lj 
! ! 
. 
' l 
1/' 
., 
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be an image of the world 
which justifies or rational-
izes the military expendi-
tures that the arrangement 
requires. In the last twenty 
years , the relationship of 
the Cold War to the needs 
of the industrial system 
has been remarkably 
close . A drastic reduction 
in weapons competition 
following a general release 
from the commitment to 
the Cold War would be 
sharply in conflict with the 
needs of the industrial 
system. 
In effect, the U.S. commit-
ment to arms production has 
turned the U.S.economy into 
a system of defense social-
ism in which the welfare of 
the country is tied to contin-
ued growth of military tech-
nology and arms prolifera-
tion. America has become a 
weapons culture, as have 
virtually all of the highly 
industrialized countries: the 
masses have become social-
ized to this weapons culture 
and their learned responses 
are adapted into the needs of 
the military-industrial wel -
fare system. Erich Fromm 
calls this phenomenon the 
" pathology of normalcy;" 
Herbert Marcuse calls it 
" one-dimensional man in a 
one-dimensional ,society, '' in 
which '',we submit to the 
peaceful production of the ' 
means of destruction, to the 
perfecdon of 'Yaste, to being 
educatt;a for a defense which 
deforms the defenders and 
that which they defend.'' 
SPORTS 
SHORT 
' 
Each paper we will 
publish a sports 
picture' of o.ne of IJ.c: 
sports~ · . This week 1t 
is girls volleyball 
\ ' . team. · 1 · 
.Photo By 
Janice Miller. 
Numerouno 
in Mexico and 
in Canada. 
TlOUIU IAUIA, I A 
HECHO EN MEXICO .-urfNHC .. S 
No 
her Events 
Chicago (play) 
Nov. 19 ·Dec. 4 
Metro Theatre, 
1370 S.W. Marine Drive 
Theatresports (play) 
Nov. 26 · 27 
Dec. 3-4 
Dec. 10 ·11 
Dec. l7 - 18 
City Stage 
751 Thurlow St. 
Downchild Blues Band 
Nov. 26 · 27 
Commodore 
Tix at VTC/CBO 
Spoons/Images in Vogue 
Nov. 29 
Commodore 
Tix at VTC/CBO 
The English Beat 
Dec6 
Commodore 
Tix at VTC/CBO 
Chilliwack/ Blushing Bride 
Dec. 19 
Pacific Coliseum 
Tix at VTC/CBO 
The black sheep of Canadian liquors. 
Soft-spoken and smooth, Yil~ 
its northern flavour on . 
simmers just below the 
surface, waiting to be J KR · 
discovered. Straight, on the ac 41iit' 
rocks, or mixed, Yukon Jack - ~ 
is a breed apart; unlike any 
liqueur you've ever tasted. 
Concocted with fine Canadian Whisky. ~· 
I l ,. 
I 
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FINAL -Examination Schedule CHANGES have been made to the Examination Schedule. Should you encounter any problems because of these changes please 
contact the Registrar 1 s Office immediately 
-~ ·-·--- COURSE S I TE/RM LENGT!i COURSE SITE RM LENGTH COURSE Sf TE/RM LENGTH COURSE S I TE/RM LENGTH COURSE S I TE/RM LENGTH I ACC 210-NIO 4306 3 hrs ANT 120-N60 3302 2 hrs BUS 430-NIO 3408 3
11
h rs BUS 210-NIO 2201 2 hrs I I ACC 310-NIO 4245 3 " BIO 321-NIO 3825 3 " CON 150-NIO 3412 210-NII 2201 2 " ! ANT 112-NIO 4743 2 " BIO 322-NIO 3810 3 " CRIM 105-N60 3402 ' " 2IO-NI2 2201 " I 2 0800 i I CHE 104-NIO 2201 3 " CON 140-NIO 3343 2 " MAT 102-NIO 2201 3 CRIM 102-N60 3302 2 1/2 104-Nil 2201 3 " CRIM 104-NIO 3406 3 hrs MAT 103-NIO 2201 3 I 3406 to ! I GEOG 111-NIO 3 h rs ! 105-NIO 2201 3 " ECO 150-NIO 3302 2 " I 03-NII 2201 3 3343 " I GEOG 112-NIO 2 1100 I ! 105-NII 2201 3 " ISO-NII 2203 2 " l 103-NI2 2201 3 : 3347 2 I HIS 113-NIO 110-NIO 2201 3 " 150-N12 2203 2 " MAT 105-NIO 3347 3 ! MUS 100-NIO N404 3 " I 2701 " " 3406 I 110-Nil 3 HIS 114-NIO 4243 2 MAT 112-NIO 3 MUS 100-NII N404 3 " . 210-NIO 2201 3 " MUS 104-NIO N404 1 " MAT 120-N10 2203 3 
" 
I I 
PHY 100-N10 2203 3 CRIM 106-N60 2203 2 " PE II 3-N I 0 4306 2 hrs 120-N11 2203 3 110-N10 2203 3 . PHY HIS 121-M10 MR-2 2 " 120-N12 2203 3 420-NIO 2203 3 " PHY . MUS 121-N10 N404 2 " MAT 350-N10 3410 3 " I MUS 122-N10 Nl07 3 " I MUS 102-NIO N404 2 " MUS 320-N10 N105 3 " MUS 120-NIO Nl07 1 ~rs 
I 
PE 105-NIO 3406 2 hrs PE 119-N10 3343 2 " 
I DOL 150-N10 3343 3 hrs 
CHE 320-N10 3902 3 hrs BIO 103-N10 3903 3 h rs BUS 340-N10 2201 3 " CON 320-N I 0 18o5 2 " 
" 
103-NII 3902 3 hrs 340-N 11 2.,,. .. 3 " PSY IOO-N10 2201 2 " CHE 321-NI(} 3903 3 
--· 1130 i CRIM 195-N10 3406 2 I /2 103-NI2 3903 3 hrs EDP 230-N10 3406 2 " 100-N11 2201 2 " ECO 101-N10 2203 2 . 103-N13 3820 3 " ENG 102-N10 3302 3 " 100-N12 2201 2 " -~to ·- 1 01-NI1 2203 2 103-N14 38,20 3 " 102-N11 2203 3 " 100-N13 2201 2 " I01-NI2 4306 BIO 1IO-N10 2201 3 " 102-N12 2203 3 " 100-NI4 2201 2 " 2 110-N11 2201 3 " 101-NIO N404 3 1430 EDP 200-N10 3302 2 MUS IOO-N60 2201 2 " 200-N 11 3343 2 110-NI2 2201 3 " PE 122-NIO 3347 2 hrs IOO-N61 2201 2 " ECO 250-NIO 3347 IIO-NI3 2201 3 " PE 198-NIO 3343 2 h rs IOO-M10 MR-2 2 " 2 II O-N14 2201 3 " GEOG 110-N10 2201 3 IIO-N15 2201 3 " IIO-N11 2201 3 110-NI6 2201 3 " 110-M10 MR-3 3 BIO 210-N10 3825 3 " GEOL 321-N10 3805 3 . 210-N11 3810 3 " OADM 120-NIO C103 2 " BUS 200-N 11 2203 3 " 120-N50 C103 2 " 200-NI2 2203 3 " 
EDP 130-NIO 3406 3 " 
130-NII 3343 3 " 
GEOL 370-N10 3805 3 " 
PE 195-N10 3347 2 " 
THURSDAY - DEC. 16 FRIDAY - DEC. 17 MONDAY - DEC. 20 TUESDAY - DEC . 21 WEDNESDAY - DEC. 22 
; 
HOURS COURSE SITE RM LE~GTH COURSE S ITE/RM LENGTil COl:RSE SITE/RM LENGTH COURSE SITE/RM LENGTH COURSE SITE/RM LENGTH 
CON 301-N10 3347 2 h rs BUS 320-NIO 2203 2 hrs BUS 330-NIO 2203 3 hr• ACC 110-NIO 2201 3 hrs EDP 110-N10 2201 3 hrs 1500 GEOG 320-N10 3302 2 320-N 11 2203 2 " 2203 
" 
110-NI1 2201 3 110-N11 2201 3 " 330-N11 3 MAT 150-N10 3343 3 320-NI2 2203 2 " 1711 
" 
IIO-NI2 2201 3 110-N12 2201 3 " to 310-NI2 3 MAT 232-N10 3410 3 CON 120-NIO 1805 3 h rs 3408 
" 
IIO-N14 2201 3 110-N13 2201 3 " 1800 175-N10 N404 2 GEOG/GEOL CHE 310-N10 3 IIO-N15 2201 3 ENG 109-N10 2203 2 " 
MUS CON 300-N1 0 1805 2 .. 100-NIO 2203 2 120-NIO 3z02 1 09-N11 2203 2 " 
NUR ENG 101-N10 3406 2 " BUS 350-N10 3302 2 120-NII 3 06 2 hrs PHY 421-NIO 3720 2 " 100-N 11 2203 2 101-NII 3343 2 " CON 360-tliO 1805 2 120-NI2 3343 2 " OADM 230-N10 C103 2 151-NIO 3347 2 " HIS 100-NIO 3343 3 3408 2 " E:!G PE 163-N10 3412 7 120-N13 HIS 120-NIO 3302 2 " MAT 22D-N10 3347 3 - 120-N14 3410 2 " POL 125-N10 3406 3 NUR hSO-N10 1803 2 " MAT 321-NIO 3408 3 101-N10 1711 2 " : 125-M10 MR-2 3 HIS POL 120-tl10 3406 3 THEA I05-N10 3408 3 MUS 103-N10 N 107 1 hr 
MUS 300-N10 N404 3 hrs 
NU~ 101-NIO 3347 2 " 
101-NII 3412 2 ,. 
NUR 401-tiiO 2201 2 " 
401-NII 2201 2 " 
N12 2201 2 " I N13 2201 2 .. 
120-N60 3302 2 hrs ACC 11 O-N50 4243 3 hrs 
I 
ACC 110-N51 3406 3 hrs BUS 320-N51 3302 2 hrs ANT ACC 210-N50 4241 3 ... BUS 210-N50 3343 3 " 3406 200-N50 4306 2 " BUS 330-N50 3 " BUS ANT 111-N50 3347 2 " CON 300-N50 3408 2 " 3308 
" 
1900 CRIM I06-N60 2203 2 " CON 360-N50 2 ECO 101-N50 4310 2 " CRIM 102-tl60 3302 2 1/2 3343 EDP 11 O-N50 3347 2 .. EDP 11 O-N 52 2 " EDP 230-N50 3410 2 " I ECO 150-N50 33'17 2 " to HIS 120-N50 3347 2 " HIS 109-NSO 3343 2 " 
" ENG 101-N50 4306 2 EDP 110-N51 4306 2805 POL 125-N50 3406 3 " 2200 PBON 160-N50 3 " ENG 317-N50 4245 3 " GEOG/GEOL PBON 170-N50 2803 3 " HIS 113-N50 3343 3 " 120-N50 334 3 2 " PSY 100-N50 3406 3 " PE 175-N50 3408 2 hrs PSY 100-N61 2203 2 " PHY 100-NSO 3720 3 " PSY 300-N50 3302 3 " POL 135-NSO 3406 2 " 
PSY 100-N60 3302 ~4 PSY IOO-M50 MR-2 -. ·---· 
MONDAY - OEC. 20 TUESDAY - DEC. 21 WEDNESDAY - DEC. 22 THURSDAY - DEC. 16 FRIDAY - DEC. 17 
I 
MAYBe HE.'s 5TVO'/INCT 
BY 
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HELLO 
AGAIN 
2 fabulous Ford Mustangs left to be won! One could be yours! 
Dave Pierce of The British Columbia 
Institute of Technology, Burnaby, B.C., 
our first winner, will soon be sitting in 
the driver's seat of North America's 
favourite sporty car, and knowing it's 
all his. On this second drawing, _ 
December 15, 1982, it could be you. 
Imagine phoning the folks back home 
to say "Hello Again. Guess what! I've 
won a Ford Mustang!" Enter today! 
And watch for the 3rd 
.... ~·-·--. .:. ·--~ .. 
draw, February 15, 
1983. 
Contest Rules 
1. To enter and qualify, correctly answer the quiz printed on 
the official entry form and mail to: The Long Distance 
"Hello Again" Sweepstakes, Box 1405 Station "A", Toronto, 
Ontario M5W 2E8. Contest will corrunence September 1, 
1982. Mail each entry in a separate envelope bearing 
sufficient postage. 
2. There will be a total of three prizes awarded. Each prize 
- will consist of a 1983 Ford Mustang "GL" 2-door 
automobile (approximate retail value $9,122.00 each). 
Prizes must be accepted as awarded, no substitutions. 
3. Selections will be made from among all entries received by 
the independent contest judging organization on October 
21 and December 15, 1982 and February 15, 1983. Entries 
not selected in the October 21 or December 15, 1982 draws 
will automatically be entered for the fmal draw, February 
15, 1983. One car will be awarded in each draw . 
. 4. Selected entrants must first correctly answer a time-
ted, arithmetical, skill-testing question in 
order to win. 
. s. Sweepstakes is open only to 
students who are registered full or 
part-time at any accredited Canadian 
---- university, College or post-secondary 
Institution. Complete contest rules 
available in the Grab-It envelope 
at selected campus bookstores or 
by sending a self-addressed, 
stamped envelope to TransCanada 
Telephone System, 410 Laurier Ave. W., 
Room 950, Box 2410, Station "D" Ottawa, Ontario, KlP 6H5. 
6. Quebec residents: All taxes eligible under la Loi sur les 
loteries, les courses, les concours publicitaires et les 
appareils d'amusements have been paid. A complaint 
respecting the administration of this contest may be 
submitted to the Regie des loteries et courses du Quebec. 
The Long Distance ''Hello Again" Musical Quiz. 
Long Distance keeps friendships up-to-date, romances alive, memories vivid. Use 
your imagination and come up with the names of three songs that remind you of 
calling Long Distance. Enter their names in the spaces provided. Good luck! 
Name SongNo. 1 
Address ________________________ _ 
City/'Ibwn __________ _ 
Prov. Postal Code Song No. 2 
Tel. No. (your own or where you can be reached) 
University attending _______ _ Song No.3 
Long Distance 
TransCanada Telephone System 
November 25, 1982 
